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• Payments has become the 
epicenter of Fintech 
innovation and everybody is 
getting into the wallet game

• 8 global trends are setting the 
scene for disruption in 
payments

• Payment in Europe is 
increasingly at risk from 
market evolution and 
competition

2016: Competitive Game for Payments
by Olivier Denecker, Director of Knowledge, Global Payment, McKinsey

Changing consumer 
expectations

New technological 
innovations

Growing role of 
infrastructures

Increased competition

New cost paradigm

New ways of 
monetization

Costly battle for 
liquidity

Growing regulatory 
intervention
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How to respond to this disruption?

Launching new 

generation of 

customer focused 

solutions

Rapidly integrate 

digital skills

Develop partnerships 

to access the skills & 

build the ecosystem

Leverage and upgrade 

your payments 

infrastructure

Address efficiency 

difference with 

leading attackers

Capture the adjacent 

revenue pools rapidly

▪ Develop solutions for access-to-account 

(XS2A) ahead of tech players

▪ Build tokenization solution to secure identify 

▪ Leverage instant payments

▪ Need for commerce rather than transactions

▪ Create solution across the customer journey

▪ Establish solutions along different paths

Examples

▪ Shift pricing to services instead of transaction

▪ Charge for access to the ecosystem

▪ Extract value from security and trust

▪ Review sourcing strategies

▪ Establish new service level agreements

▪ Use blockchain appropriately!!

A

B

C
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▪ Create local ecosystem of developers

▪ Evaluate long term impact of partnerships

Description

▪ Make digital capabilities part of the banking 

core operating model

ACTION NEEDED



A: Consumers and merchants increasingly expect more than 
‘just payments’ across the purchasing journey. Successful 
examples have grown from their starting position into the 
next adjacencies step-by-step – there is no one-size-fits-all!
B. 3 priority infrastructure areas with a potential for system 
level impact in the payment landscape: Real-time 
market infrastructure, Tokenization and host card 
emulation (HCE), Access-to Account (XS2A) and payment 
initiation
C: Using buzz words – knowing what exactly blockchain
would be good for!
D: There are several lessons learned from “failures” of global 
and local solutions

..cont.



• Mr Kubli talked about UBS multichannel strategy, 
with five cornerstones for implementations: 1) 
technology, 2) various platforms, 3) functional 
response to attackers, 4) winning new clients, 5) 
Keeping clients engaged. 

• Efficient collaboration is the core: UBS collaborates 
with SumUp and Bexio. Paymit as a platform to 
extend NFC payments user base. 

Unfortunately the presentation was not allowed to be added to Members’ area. This 

wrap-up is based on the personal notes of Sirpa

UBS Switzerland: Our Multichannel Journey
by Andreas Kubli, Head of Multichannel and Digitization, UBS



Objectives of ImaginBank:

1)To complement the current CaixaBank offering, without competing with it

2) To make it possible to obtain greater profit from the young segment

The Bank with 5 principles:

 As simple as it can be: Everything you want in a mobile app, Easy to use and understand

 The Main services free of charge: The account is free with no string attached, Your Visa too

 You are important to us. The community as well. All customers are equal. We invest part of our profits 
in welfare projects

 You set your goals. We help you to achieve them. We help you to manage your money. 

 You are always protected. We cover fraud. We instantly notify you when any transaction is done

imaginBank, Where Everything Starts and Finishes with Your Mobile
by Jordi Guaus, Head of Digital Marketing, CaixaBank, Chair of Mobey Board



Longoni introduced Samsung Pay. Some of the most interesting parts 
of the presentation were the insights into the MST and how it works.

1. How does MST work? 
Card data is used to drive an inductor, which generates a 
series of magnetic pulses. The magnetic pulses are picked 
up by the POS, which decodes them and outputs the data, 
just like it would with a magnetic stripe card
2. What s the philosophy behind MST? 
User experience is the key here. Displacement of plastic 
card is going to be difficult if your experience is the 
following (show NFC not working then plastic) rather than 
this.

3. The approach is no different than the one that dictates 
Magnetic stripe on card. It is there as a back-up solution. 

Samsung Pay - Safe and Simple
by Alessandro Longoni, Business Development, Samsung Pay



Magnetic stripe card data is static and susceptible to card skimming. Security level is low.
NFC card data is dynamic (due to its cryptogram, which is unique for each transaction) and is 
based on EMV principle.

Though MST is read through magnetic-stripe reader, the card data is dynamic (due to its 
cryptogram, which is unique for each transaction) and uses the same cryptogram key as the NFC 
payment. The dynamic cryptogram includes ATC  and other transaction information

Samsung does not store the data on its servers

Personal Account Number

MST

SVC Code(101)

Dynamic Cryptogram

Exp date

Cryptogram Data Elements

Issuer Discretionary Data

Dynamic Cryptogram Issuer Discretionary DataToken Number SVC Code(201)Exp date

Magnetic Card

Security – NFC/MST

NFC
Payment

SVC Code(101)Token Number Exp date



From Disruption to Co-Creation: 
This could be the start of a beautiful friendship

by Dorel Blitz, Director, Head of Fintech, KPMG



Empowering Payments for SMEs: 
Opportunities Based on Integrated APIs

by Jeremias Meier, CEO, Bexio



Mobey going strong 2016
by Bent Bentsen, DNB, Vice-Chair of Board of Directors, Mobey Forum & 

by Sirpa Nordlund, Executive Director, Mobey Forum

8 New members in  Q1/2016 - Warm welcome!

Workgroups in 4 focus areas:

Next member meetings – mark the dates!

• Munich, hosted by G&D: June 21-23

• Barcelona, MobeyDay, hosted by CaixaBank, Oct 4-6

• Toronto, hosted by Carta, in December



Keynote: The Future - Made in Australia
by Michael Eidel, Executive General Manager, Cash-flow & Transaction Services, 

Commonwealth Bank of Australia



The Importance of Collaboration in the New Era of 
Financial Services

by Sofie Maddens, Head, Regulatory and Market Environment Division, ITU



Insight to Blockchain
by Alex Batlin, Senior Innovation Manager, UBS

• Blockchain is NOT a strategy

• Blockchain is NOT about cost reduction in the short 
term

• Blockchain does NOT solve human integrity issues

• Blockchain is NOT yet another central utility  

• Too many chains SPOIL the broth

• Adopt a systemic Blockchain Lenses like evaluation 
model



Why Banks Are Building Blockchain into Their Business Lines
by Danny Aranda, Director of Business Development, Ripple



What’s Shaping the Payments Landscape?
by Teresa Connors, Director of Market Engagement, Royal Bank of Scotland



WHAT IS BLOCKCHAIN?
• Computationally efficient “Truth Engine”
• Bringing together

• Databases
• Cryptography
• Peer-To-Peer Communication

• To define a new category of computer, 
business and process tools.

Banks are simultaneously 
1) Product
Best matched by SV-style innovation.
• Hedge Funds
• Structured Products
Start getting too complex.
2) Service
Too often slowed down by legacy.
Premiums hard to justify
McDonald’s moment for Finance
3) Ecosystem
Almost entirely neglected
• Tragedy of the Commons
• Hard to Quantify
Missing Tools.

Blockchain through the Lens of Market Evolution, 
Entrepreneurship and Society

by Tomasz Mloduchowski, Technical Director, Level39 | ENTIQ

ECOSYSTEMS
Internal
• Modern Bank is very complex.
• Multiple Departments working
together generating value.
• Cross-Products
• Single Point of Service – Many
Products
External
• Modern Bank never stands alone
• Payment Platforms
• Identity Platforms
• Trust Platforms
• Regulators

THE INNOVATION of Blockchain

What happens to bank procedures when 

the technology makes them:

• Immutable

• Irrefutable

• Accessible

• Auditable

They EVOLVE!
Which is why there is such an interest in Blockchain.

CRYPTO-RENAISSANCE

• Centralization – Decentralization cycle

• Social self-organisation

• Parallels between multinational corporate 

agreements and mercantile law.

• Real-time regulation

• Including self-regulation

Redundancy, Auditability and Traceability – built in!



Using Distributed Ledger Technology to Attack the $2 trillion Alternative Payments World

“If we were building a financial system from scratch, it would be on a digital platform….[with] cost lower by as 
much as 90% and offering univeral access.” ~Bill Gates

The Evolution of the Alternative Payments Space
by David Putts, Chairman, Billon Group


